Abstract—the main purpose of this study was the effect of Education of self-regulation on test anxiety; academic achievement and met cognition in boy students, The Society under study include all boy and girl students of shahrrebabak branch. From this society 144 persons were randomly selected as sample that include experiment and control groups and 100 persons were selected for comparative analyzes. Measurement tools was Test-anxiety inventory that encountered of reliability and validity. Design research was of kind pre-test and post-test with control group. After of pre-test, experimental groups four week, every week, two sessions and every session, , an hour to share in education class of self-regulation. After of end experimental to accomplish post test with two groups. The results of T-test show that there are significant difference between test anxiety in pre-test and post-test. Also we can see differences levels of test anxiety between this student (17.6=little, 52.9=average 19.6=high, 9.8 extreme). Mean scores of test anxiety among students whose parents have academic education is higher than whom their parents don’t have academic education that show parents with academic education have more stringent whereas, results of t-test show that there are no significant differences between parents with academic education and no academic education also There are no significant different in mother profession and there are significant difference between boys and girls test anxiety (t=−4.66, p<0.00). With comparison Mean of two groups discover that girls encounter higher test anxiety. Results of meta cognition analyzes show that Mean scores in post-test are higher than pre-test however analyze with t-test method show that there are not significant difference between experimental and control groups in post-test of global reading, problem-solving, support research strategies and total score. results of academic achievement analyzes show that mean scores of courses increase in post-test that show self-regulation is useful in practicable and reading courses. With comparison Mean scores in foreign language books discover that pre-test are almost similar to post-test. Besides analyze with t-test methods show that there are significant difference between experimental and control groups in literature, history, geography and social courses (p<0.05) however there are no significant difference in theosophy, art, english and arabic courses.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of worries and problems of educational system and students is exam problem. Exam, the word that all student are familiar with that and some of them worried by nearing its name of course anxiety have measure and severity and variation undulate. Severity of anxiety is when that exam is near and in exam night increased to its severity. For example terminal exam in may-June and spatially entrance exam. School dropout threaded student society. According to the educational and instructional ministry estimation (in every educational year)of every 100 student dependent to variety bases 45 person were failed and or experienced School dropout[1] According to the studies and empirical dates characterized that almost 60 present of failed students and or persons that showed educational recession in scores. In lower sections and grade were member students that have noticeable achievement however by passing the time and changing sections emerged changes in scores [1] in the way [2] used of The Test Anxiety Inventory for Children and Adolescents (TAICA) test for assessment test anxiety that included scales (problems cognition and inattention, high performance, instrumental anxiety, high physiological arouse, social humiliation, worry and worry and lie). [3] assessmented two treatment that include regular desensitization and role playing for decreasing test anxiety. The result show that psychological role playing was very effective in anxiety treatment. Another study did by [4] The result showed that various factors effected on test anxiety and also consider that factors that increase student comprehension and resulted that cognition approach with relaxant technique and synthetic interventions decrease test anxiety and increase exam performance and Eye movement desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR) technique also decrease test anxiety and emotional and worries chosen of this spatially [5] in the way [6] cognitive-behavior therapy (CBT) and acceptance-based behavior therapy (ABBT) compared for the treatment of test anxiety. Results showed that those receiving ABBT experiencing improvements in performance, whereas those receiving CBT exhibited reduced performance. In addition, there was a suggestion that ABBT might have been more effective at reducing subjectively experienced test anxiety, there are inconsistent with [7] Cognitive and regular desensitization technique in decrease test anxiety were analyzed .results showed that test anxiety was lower in both groups in comparison to control group but there was no significant difference between Cognitive and desensitization technique in lowering test anxiety. Another research was performed to evaluate the lowering methods of anxiety with the aim of training of study skills and cognitive-behaviour technique and combination of above mentioned technique and control group, results showed that in ternate groups test anxiety scores were lower than control group [8], and behaviour therapy (concentrate on subjective skills) and cognition effect on test anxiety[9]. [10] tried to unravel the influence of various types of education on test anxiety levels that include a stressful, achievement-orientated education; a
reassuring, task-orientated education; and an ambiguous education. It turns out that state anxiety and test anxiety do not increase more rapidly as a function of anxiety disposition under stressful conditions compared with reassuring conditions. As in previous research, stage-fright effects were observed in the sense that repeated measures of state anxiety and test anxiety showed a decline of average anxiety levels.

30 boys and girls participated in a 10 sessions group therapy that include training of muscle relaxation and dealing with stress, findings showed that in experimental groups test anxiety scores were lower than control group also it was higher in females in comparison to males. Group therapy had omnipotent influence in scores related to self-confidence [11] The evaluation of three methods namely cognitive therapy, training of reading skills and control group was done by [12] that showed significant different between control and main groups about test anxiety, The case study of Touki showed that the test anxiety lowered in cognitive therapy group in comparison to control group. Learning the skills of dealing with emotional in lowering test anxiety and enhancing self-confidence were very important. It is possible to education the above-mentioned skills as life skills to prevent stress [13].

The current study by [14] examined whether material presented in an interactive treatment format was effective in reducing state anxiety and test anxiety and increasing academic performance. A wait-list control group served as the comparison group in this study. The interactive component of the program introduced the ability for participants to test their knowledge of each treatment component, to experience imaginal exposure, and to provide anxiety ratings during exposure sessions. It was predicted that the participants in the treatment group would experience a greater decline in test anxiety than the participants in the wait-list control group.

Also other assessment showed that courses and educational strategy provided by Newcastle university are better than medicinal and psycho treatment [15] effect educational in interest background and test anxiety assessed on 375 student. the result showed that wasn’t significant relation but there was significant relation between practical educational with sexual and interest [16]. Furthermore, In educational low-motive student we faced with students that have high scores in class but by passing the time and changing study grades, their information forget and extinguish. They aren’t able to use of their information in variety of positions. Teachers, also aren’t able easily able to recognition this kind of students and eliminate their problems. Surfaces activities show that they are active in learning but evaluations don’t support [17]. in a research that did by [18] resulted that exam time and reward in exam time can effect on test anxiety. so students divided into three groups. To first group many reward, second group average reward, third group little reward and result showed that the group that received average reward have lowest measure anxiety. Study achievement is need to use of rich learning guidelines and coequal self-esteem and relief of anxiety. Researcher doesn’t view higher surface test anxiety the only factor of recession performance. But point to the other factors such as achievement motive decrease, the kind of achievement motive, insufficiency in way study, weak organization, analyze information, etc.

In this way researchers reported students that educated purifying, comprehension and the understanding of cognition aspects have less test anxiety than to groups that watched film about test anxiety and the group that had studied the reports to this syndrome [19]. And also in a research that did by [20] resulted that if students have skull duggery paper in test session their test anxiety decrease significant. In other study metacognition role was considered as a metacognition on test anxiety and study theory. They studied Approaches and Study Skills Inventories for Students (ASSIST) Metacognitions Questionnaire (MCQ), and Test Anxiety Scale (TAS). the result showed that it is the metacognition that effected on test anxiety [21].It seem that learning and study method effect on learning translation. Students that was trained by correct study method educated and used of appropriate study method have high study achievement. On the other way researcher reported that maximum students and even student-university experimented test anxiety that have negative result [22]. other important factors in making test anxiety, is that students are not familiar with correct study method and curriculum. Most of student study different texts with the same speed and method namely. They study mathematic like Persian.

Current research indicates that some gifted students possess better self-regulated learning strategies than their peers, however gifted students may have done very well in school without using good self-regulation strategies because of a combination of their high abilities and/or an unchallenging curriculum. If learning is relatively easy for someone, less effort, organization and other self-regulated activities are expended. Social conditions or personal issues may prevent students from developing self-regulated learning strategies. For some students who already have some of these strategies, social or personal issues may prevent them from using them regularly, and thus, they need to be helped and encouraged to do so. Some gifted and talented students display perfectionism and need to learn to strive for excellence (their personal best) rather than perfection. Some talented students with high potential may find it difficult to learn self-regulation when it is not taught, modeled, or rewarded by the adults in their home and family. Even if students interact regularly with adults who demonstrate self-regulation, they may fail to use these skills themselves due to peer pressure or refuse to use the strategies their parents or teachers regularly employ at home or school. Compared with low achieving students, high achievers set more specific learning goals, use a variety of learning strategies, self-monitor more often, and adapt their efforts more systemically. The quality and quantity of self-regulation processes is crucial. We must recognize that one self-regulation strategy will not work for all students, and that the use of only a few strategies will not work optimally for a person on all tasks or occasions. It is important that students learn to use multiple self-regulatory learning skills rather than single strategies. They must also learn that their goals and their choice of self-regulation strategies have to be continually adjusted. Our hope in this module is that we will be able to work with students to help them shift from
Design research was of kind pre-test and post-test with control group. For administrating research test anxiety, academic achievement and metacognition questionnaires administered for two control and experiment group as pre-test. Then all students of experiment group sat encounter in instruction methods training by 8 section, every section, an hour with use of participatory learning and techniques such as lecture, disputation and question and answer and then post-test do. Provided material in sections were:

First section: in the section produced description of effective study and qualification educated that learned to person how of study times have high use.
Second section: the principles of programming, suitable nurture, time of study trained
Third section: it trains about this why we should review subject and also how review them
Fourth section: in this section learning technique one time for always was trained that mastermind by Robinson in year 1996 and its name SQ3R. In the way try to make background in mind before of study, learning process become more and easy
Fifth section: one of the most important learning skills was comprehension and for this need to motive, concentration, prebackground and correct study method. In the background given necessary recommendations specially in background note-writing and memory-tree to students
Sixth section: technique given for increasing mind activity and concentration
Seventh section: fast reading and its obstacles and necessary explanations given to students
Eighth section: necessary explanations given for better performance in exam.

III. MEASUREMENT TOOL

1- test anxiety questionnaire(TAL) include of 25 item that respond according to four division scale(0=never, 1=seldom, 2=somewhen, 3=often) minimum and maximum score in the test is zero, 75 respectively and also the test encounter suitable reliability and validity.
Internal consistency: for assessment Internal consistency (TAL) used of Alph Kronbah. According to provided results Alpha coefficient was for all sample girl and boy, 0.94, 0.95, 0.92 respectively
Retest validity: for assessing validity scale TAL the test repeat afterward from 4 week to 6 week for 91 boys and 90 girls that participate in first stage. Mean and standard deviation of total score girl and boy persons in scale (TAL) in retest stage was y=34/24 (sd=17/26), X=32/28 (sd=15/8), x=2/36 (sd=19/44) respectively. Correlation coefficient between scores of persons in two stage test and retest for all persons include girl and boy were(r=0/77), (r=0/88), (r=0/67) that is satisfactory.
Reliability: for reliability evaluation, TAL this scale with anxiety questionnaire and scale self-steam given to sample students of research to do reliability
Scale 20 item anxiety questionnaire make by factor analysis method and encounter of acceptable and satisfactory psychometric characteristics was made. Correlation coefficient between all person scores in general anxiety scale or TAL for all sample persons girl and boy are

II. METHOD RESEARCH

With due attention to this self-regulation suppose as independent variable that researcher supervise in this and also existence of control group is experimental. It means made that tried with making independent variable that include self-regulation, consequences in dependent variable namely assess test anxiety, academic achievement and metacognition in selected students. Design research was of kind pre-test and post-test with control group.

The Society under study include all junior boy and girl students of shahrebabak branch. From this society 144 persons selected as sample randomly that put in experiment and control groups that.(100 persons were boy students of third level of high school and 44 persons were boy students in guidance school). and 100 persons selected for comparative analyzes.
Also for reliability assessment TAL used of self-steam Kooper Esmite scale that have 58 division and encounter of satisfactory reliability and validity. Correlation coefficient of all persons scores, girl and boy were in scale self-steam with TAL( \( r=0.57, r=0.67, r=0.43 \), \( p<0.001 \)) respectively. Researcher also accounted norms scores of sample persons (N=581) as percent grade and resulted with comparison person scores girl and boy in scale TAL by one test T. The result girl scores were more than boys in scale TAL (\( T=3.31, df=524, p<0.0001 \)) at the end, researcher resulted that TAL scale is bonafide for using in psychology researches and recognition test anxiety in children and adolescents in schools [26].

Meta cognition questionnaire: the first factor analysis showed that a questionnaire measures three factors global reading strategies, problem-solving strategies and support reading strategies. Kronbakh alpha was calculated for each secondary scale and Alpha coefficient was changeable between 89/ to 93/ to shorten the length of the questionnaire, the questions were investigated again and same of the ambiguous questions were deleted because of having low loading, overlapping loading, terminal decreasing traits and being similar to other questions and at the last, thirty items remained for the final prescription were investigated again to remove ambiguity and increase reliability and intelligibility. Afterwards, it performed and conducted on a small group of subjects. By correcting the results of this study, the prepared questionnaire was performed on 443 sixth to twelve-grade students and to analyze data by method like factor analysis and reliability calculate with Kronbakh Alpha were used.

The result of data analysis showed that instead of 60-item questioner the prepare 30 –item questionnaire can measure 3 determined factors with significant reliability degree. 3 scales of this questionnaire include global reading strategies, problem-solving strategies and support reading strategies. Reliability of the questioner: in accordance with their attempts by compilers that were mentioned before, reliability of the questioner is guaranteed satisfactory. To investigate reliability kronbakh Alpha coefficient was calculated and the calculated coefficient was reported 89/ . Therefore scholars can use the reliability of the mentioned questionnaire without any concern and also scholars can use this questioner for metacognition from/ by reading strategies [27].

3- academic achievement questioners: there questioners provided by specialists in measurement and assessment branch and encountered of enough reliability and validity. Readable Courses include (geography, history, social, literature), practicable courses (mathematics, experimental, art, profession) and foreign language course (English, Arabic).
Table 5 shows that self-regulation can affect test anxiety (t=7.79, p<0.000).

Upper table shows that there are significant different between boys and girls test anxiety score (t=-4.66, p<0.00) and we find by comparing mean of two groups that girls encounter higher test anxiety.

This table shows that there are no significant differences between two groups based on father’s education.

This table shows that there are no significant differences between two groups based on mother’s education.

This table shows that there are no significant differences between two groups based on mother’s education.

Academic achievement analyzes:

As it showed in table 9, mean scores in pre-test are lower than post-test and scores students have noticeable achievement.

The table shows that the mean score of courses increase in post-test that show self-regulation is useful in practicable courses.

Mean scores in pre-test are almost similar to post-test and there are no significant different between pre-test and post-
or the increase of capacity mathematic and profession because of being more difficult or the increase of capacity mathematic and profession because of being more difficult.

There are no significant different between experimental and control groups in art course. However between experimental and control groups in mathematics, history, geography and social courses (p<0.05) however between experimental and control groups in literature, English courses.

Mean scores in pre-test are almost similar to post-test however mean scores in pre-test are higher than post-test in mathematics and profession because of being more difficult or the increase of capacity.

Upper table show that there aren’t significant different between experimental and control groups in English and Arabic courses.

Meta cognition analyzes:

Mean scores in pre-test are almost similar to post-test however mean score in pre-test is almost similar to post-test in problem-solving strategies.

Mean scores in pre-test are almost similar to post-test however mean score in pre-test is almost similar to post-test in problem-solving strategies.

Upper table show that there are significant different between experimental and control groups in literature, history, geography and social courses (p<0.05) however there is not significant different in theosophy lesson.

Mean scores in pre-test are almost similar to post-test however mean scores in pre-test are higher than post-test in problem-solving strategies.

Mean scores in pre-test are almost similar to post-test in problem-solving strategies however mean scores in pre-test are higher than post-test in support research strategies and total scores.

| TABLE 13: DESCRIPTIVE COMPARISON OF PRACTICABLE COURSES IN CONTROL GROUP |
|-----------------------------|-----|-------|--------|--------|
|                             | mean | median | St.deva | kurtosis | Skew |
| Mathematic                  |      |        |         |         |      |
| Pre-test                    | 16.36| 17.00  | 3.31    | 0.19    | -0.95|
| Post-test                   | 15.36| 15.00  | 2.36    | -0.96   | -0.14|
| Experimental                |      |        |         |         |      |
| Pre-test                    | 16.70| 17.00  | 2.11    | 1.26    | -1.05|
| Post-test                   | 16.27| 16.00  | 2.43    | -0.57   | -0.28|
| Art                         |      |        |         |         |      |
| Pre-test                    | 19.90| 20.00  | 0.29    | 8.08    | -3.05|
| Post-test                   | 19.54| 20.00  | 0.59    | 0.02    | -0.93|
| Profession                  |      |        |         |         |      |
| Pre-test                    | 18.00| 17.00  | 2.11    | 1.26    | -1.05|
| Post-test                   | 17.13| 17.00  | 1.45    | 0.39    | 0.14 |

Mean scores in pre-test are almost similar to post-test.

| TABLE 14: DESCRIPTIVE COMPARISON OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE BOOKS IN CONTROL GROUP |
|-----------------------------|-----|-------|--------|--------|
|                             | mean | median | St.deva | kurtosis | Skew |
| Arabic                      |      |        |         |         |      |
| Pre-test                    | 17.27| 17.50  | 3.22    | 1.97    | -1.45|
| Post-test                   | 16.86| 17.00  | 2.81    | -0.99   | -0.43|
| English                     |      |        |         |         |      |
| Pre-test                    | 16.95| 17.00  | 2.55    | -0.96   | -0.51|
| Post-test                   | 16.40| 17.00  | 2.80    | -1.12   | -0.40|

Mean scores in pre-test are almost similar to post-test.

| TABLE 15: T-TEST FOR COMPARISON POST-TEST IN EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS IN READABLE LESSONS |
|-----------------------------|-----|-------|--------|--------|
|                             | mean | t.test | df     | significant |
| Literature                  | 1.68 | 1.82  | 21     | 0.040   |
| History                     | 1.81 | 2.44  | 21     | 0.023   |
| Geography                   | 2.27 | 3.27  | 21     | 0.004   |
| Theosophy                   | 1.86 | 1.94  | 21     | 0.065   |
| Social                      | 1.50 | 2.69  | 21     | 0.017   |

Upper table show that there are significant different between experimental and control groups in literature, history, geography and social courses however mean scores are higher than post-test in theosophy lesson.

| TABLE 16: T-TEST FOR COMPARISON POST-TEST IN EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS IN PRACTICABLE COURSES |
|-----------------------------|-----|-------|--------|--------|
|                             | mean | t.test | df     | significant |
| Mathematic                  | 1.81 | 2.40  | 21     | 0.025   |
| Experimental                | 2.04 | 2.84  | 21     | 0.010   |
| Art                         | 1.54 | 1.31  | 21     | 0.202   |
| Profession                  | 2.54 | 6.97  | 21     | 0.000   |

Upper table show that there are significant different between experimental and control groups in mathematics, experimental and profession courses. However there are no significant different between experimental and control groups in art course.

| TABLE 17: T-TEST FOR COMPARISON POST-TEST IN EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE BOOKS |
|-----------------------------|-----|-------|--------|--------|
|                             | mean | t.test | df     | significant |
| English                     | 1.04 | 1.26  | 21     | 0.21    |
| Arabic                      | 1.45 | 1.76  | 21     | 0.09    |

Upper table show that there aren’t significant different between experimental and control groups in English and Arabic courses.
This table show that there are not significant different between experimental and control groups in post-test of met cognition.

V. CONCLUSION

Students that have test anxiety although they learned subjects and concepts and course subjects are not able to provide and express self taught. Society and spatially education, of is fond and worry toward destiny of student in relation with this problem and successful development evolution in society and it expected that should achieve required abilities and skills and it expected that students should achieve required abilities and skills in different cognition, affective, personality aspects to achieve development and ascendency on the other hand should recognize factors that caused better education and efflorescence of student capacities, and after given them achievement and development.

There is a growing awareness among developmental scientists that the better a child can self-regulate, the better she can rise to the challenge of mastering ever more complex skills and concepts. In the simplest terms, self-regulation can be defined as the ability to stay calmly focused and alert, which often involves – but cannot be reduced to – self-control. The better a child can stay calmly focused and alert, the better he integrates the diverse information coming in from his different senses, assimilates it, and sequences his thoughts and actions. For someone who thinks that self-regulation is really just a matter of a child’s getting in control of his negative emotions, there is very little difference between self-regulation and compliance. But, unlike compliance based on punishment, self-regulation nurtures the ability to cope with greater and greater challenges because it involves arousal states, emotions, behavior, and – as the child grows older – thinking skills.

The results of T-test show that there are significant difference between test anxiety in pre-test and post-test. Also we can see differences of level test anxiety between this student (17.6=little, 52.9=average, 19.6=high, 9.8 extreme). Mean scores of test anxiety among students whose parents have academic education is higher than whom their parents don’t have academic education that show parents with academic education have more stringent whereas, results of t-test show that there are no significant differences between parents with academic education and no academic education also There are no significant different in mother profession and there are significant difference between boys and girls test anxiety (t=4.66, p<0.00). With comparison Mean of two groups discover that girls encounter higher test anxiety.

Results of meta cognition analyzes show that Mean scores in post-test are higher than pre-test however analyze with t-test method show that there are not significant difference between experimental and control groups in post-test of global reading, problem-solving, support research strategies and total score.

[28] Comprehend students that have infirmity in information analysis and subject organization experience higher test anxiety during exam. Students that used of low learning level method have problem in information analysis and profound understanding of lesson subjects and result that caused weak academic performance and experience high test anxiety.

Self-regulation is a deep, internal mechanism that enables children as well as adults to engage in mindful, intentional, and thoughtful behaviors. Self-regulation has two sides: first, it involves the ability to control one’s impulses and to stop doing something, if needed—for example; a child can resist his immediate inclination to blurt out the answer when the teacher poses a question to another child.

Second, self-regulation involves the capacity to do something (even if one doesn’t want to do it) because it is needed, such as waiting one’s turn or raising one’s hand. Self-regulated children can delay gratification and suppress their immediate impulses enough to think ahead to the possible consequences of their action or to consider alternative actions that would be more appropriate. While most children know that they are supposed to “use their words” instead of fighting; only children who have acquired a level of self-regulation are actually able to use them. This ability to both inhibit one behavior and engage in a particular behavior on demand is a skill used not just in social interactions (emotional self-regulation) but in thinking (cognitive self-regulation) as well. For example, to read the word cat when it appears under a picture of a dog, a child must overcome the desire to pay more attention to the picture and instead focus on the word [29]. In fact, research shows that children’s self regulation behaviors in the early years predict their school achievement in reading and mathematics better than their IQ scores [30], [31] are almost similar this research, results of academic achievement analyzes show mean scores of courses increase in post-test that show self-regulation is useful in practicable and reading courses. With comparison Mean scores in foreign language books discover that pre-test are almost similar to post-test. Besides analyze with t-test methods show that there are significant difference between experimental and control groups in literature, history, geography and social courses (p<0.05) however there are no significant difference in theosophy, art, english and arabic courses. Also the results this research is the same as [32] that showed student that used of higher learning method experience more academic achievement than students that used of low learning methods. [33] in every two self study discovered significant and positive relation between academic achievement and profound methods. In research [34] mind review method negatively and supervision in subject perception positively were predictor of academic achievement. And also results of [35] showed that education of cognitive method and met cognitive and cooperative study cause students exhibit better performance in course scores and self-regulation process can effect on decreasing test anxiety students [36]. self-regulation, self-esteem know as negative predictor of test anxiety and external motivations as predictor positive test anxiety [37]. These findings suggest that the Head-to-Toes Task( HTT) may be a useful measure of behavioral regulation for Taiwanese preschoolers and provide evidence for the importance of behavioral regulation for academic achievement in Taiwan. Practical implications focus on supporting the development of behavioral regulation in early childhood settings, which can promote early school success
The present study [39] examined the efficacy of a self-regulation intervention with 65 preschool children. Using circle time games, the study examined whether participating in a treatment group significantly improved behavioral self-regulation and early academic outcomes. The findings from this study provide preliminary evidence for the efficacy of the intervention in terms of improving preschoolers' behavioral self-regulation for children low in these skills and improving letter-word identification. Although preliminary, these results have the potential to inform preschool curricula that emphasize behavioral self-regulation as a means of facilitating school readiness. Findings suggest that students' self-regulation of learning, self-efficacy beliefs, academic delay gratification, and final course grade are related [40]. Results [41] obtained are mirroring perceived competence of self-regulation and differ from the results concerning metacognitive accuracy. Metacognitive self-regulation persists as an important predictor of school achievement at all developmental levels, and the motivational self-regulation has significant impact on performance in the first and second age group. Finally, children's chronological age, and not whether they experienced one versus two years of preschool, predicted children's vocabulary and self-regulation outcomes.

Implications for preschool curricula and instruction are discussed, including the increasing emphasis on literacy learning prior to kindergarten entry and the need to address self-regulation development along with academic learning [42]. Analyses [43] also suggest significant benefits of Chicago School Readiness Project (CSRP) for children's preacademic skills, as measured by vocabulary, letter-naming, and math skills. Partial support was found for improvement in children's self-regulation as a hypothesized mediator for children's gains in academic readiness. Implications for programs and policies that support young children's behavioral health and academic success.

Students that encounter in evaluation and exam continuously have low test anxiety and high achievement motive [44] that in this way [45] discovered that students who experience test anxiety in high level when exams them online test anxiety decrease and obvious natural abilities. The current study by [46] influence of genetical evaluation on lowering test anxiety and students academic achievement were analyzed and results showed that they ameliorated the above-mentioned skills but they had no influence on students creativity. Findings [47] provide partial support for the self-regulatory model of test anxiety. Suggesting that additional routes are required to account for the role of parental pressure and teachers' performance-avoidance goals and a re-examination of the relationship between test anxiety and achievement goals. Factor analysis of responses to survey items by a second sample of students refined the initial framework. The final framework comprised three broad domains of perceptions of sources of test anxiety: students' perceptions of the test, their self-perceptions, and their perceptions of the test-taking situation [48]. Other research [49] focuses on the interaction between students' domain-specific expectancies and values as a predictor of test anxiety. Those students who highly value success in math or English yet expect to do poorly in those subjects report the highest levels of test anxiety. Effect sizes are larger for math than English. Few gender differences emerge, but one prospective analysis reveals that girls who devalue English are more likely to maintain moderate levels of test anxiety across the transition to junior high school, also [50] investigated self-efficacy, gender and trait anxiety as moderators of test anxiety. Results of regression analysis indicated that the model was significant. Self-efficacy contributed 14% of the variability in test anxiety, whereas trait anxiety moderated 49% of the variability in test anxiety. Gender was not a significant predictor of test anxiety. Persons with lower self-efficacy had higher test anxiety scores. Also, there are Negative correlations between deductive reasoning and standardized test scores [51].

Results [52] make clear this that test anxiety have significant and positive relation with past exam experience and significant and inverse relation with self-steam. [53] selected number 2482 person in self research and discovered that a) there are weak relation between test anxiety and achievement b) there are positive and significant relation between self-concept and study habits with achievement.

VI. SUGGESTIONS

In the end with regard to results of this study self-regulation education can have an effective role in students test anxiety. So it necessary about this problem more serious. And make courses as the way of study for students to decrease this problem and also achievement and society bright capacity growing.

How help to Self-Regulate in Children?

1-Model self-control and self-regulation in your words and actions when you are frustrated with a classroom situation.

2-Provide structure and predictability. Children with self-regulation problems are internally "unstructured." The more freedom and flexibility they have, the more likely they are to demonstrate uncontrolled behaviors.

3-Anticipate transitions and announce changes in classroom schedules.

4-Reward children with good self-regulation capabilities with freedom and flexibility that will offer them opportunities for spontaneous, creative play and learning.

5-Try to identify the most "reactive" and impulsive children and keep them apart from each other. Pairing children who face these challenges can escalate the problem.

6-Remember that impulsive and aggressive children can create an atmosphere of chaos and fear that inhibit the capacity of other children to learn. Don't be afraid to immediately re-direct inappropriate words and actions. Your actions will make the rest of the children feel safer.

7-Seek help. Don't be afraid to point out a child's self-regulation problems with parents or other school personnel. Early identification and intervention can save the child and family years of failure and pain [54].
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